Viscous flow and coarsening of microdomains in diblock copolymer thin films
For thin block copolymer (BCP) films on a homogeneous substrate, a fast domain growth exponent has recently been observed in experiments. This growth exponent is larger than what one would expect from theoretical considerations of two-dimensional coarsening of small molecular liquid mixtures in the viscous regime. Thus it is not clear whether the growth kinetics is truly different for block copolymer films, or if the observed anomalous exponent is a result of a possible dimensional crossover from two to three dimensions. To address part of this question, we have carried out numerical simulations of ordering and domain growth in a two-dimensional system of BCP melts. The model calculations reported here explicitly include viscous, hydrodynamic flow and provide a scaling description of the growth of domains in a quenched BCP system. Our results indicate that the growth kinetics of BCP melts in two dimensions belong to the same dynamical universality class of small molecular liquid mixtures in the viscosity dominated regime.